
The Waxing Cyclist – Chains that is. 
Bicycle chain lubrication is, like many elements of cycling tech a very personal choice and most 

cyclists are always looking for a high quality, low maintenance method of keeping the drive train 

running smooth. 

Keith has been looking at the Smoove product and has provided us with insights into the product 

and some good reading material to boot. I looked at a different and age old method for waxing using 

paraffin wax. I am only six months in to my experiment but I thought I would share my journey  and 

process so far.  

I get about 500km or so from a waxing. On the Far North Queensland six pack, I simply took a second 

waxed chain to change over so I could complete my expected 800km. What I have noticed is that my 

drive train is remarkably clean. The wax doesn’t wash off, is rain repellent and seems to resist road 

grime. It does get a little dirty beside the chain plates from the minimal wear. I hear rumors that a 

single waxed chain should last forever but the Smoov team reckon their chain wear was about the 

same as the cassette. I have five chains on the go for two bikes. I think the cassettes should be done 

well before the chains. 

I have minimal issues overall. A fresh chain has sluggish rear changes, mainly when changing to the 

lower gears. To larger gears seems ok. 

I will caution those that would like to experiment with paraffin wax that there are some disposal 

requirements and pre-requisite equipment you will need to successfully lubricate the chains using 

wax. You will also need to complete all of this in a well ventilated area. I will also mention (for 

completeness) that the wax and water bath will be at 100 degrees Celsius ie HOT. 

Importantly, you must ensure that your drive train is correctly indexed and set up before waxing 

chains. If it isn’t set up correctly, you will have significant issues correcting this in the first 100km of 

riding with a waxed chain. 

Cleaning the chains will use mineral turpentine (about 200-400ml) per chain and also methylated 

spirits in similar quantities. You will need a method to deal with the used product responsibly. When 

cleaning the chain, the containers have a tendency to leak a bit so make sure you have something to 

catch the drips with. The second part to this is you do need to remove the chain from the bike 

completely. This pretty much mandates the use of removable links such as the missing link plus a 

tool to remove them. 

The process will take you about an hour and a half to successfully lubricate a couple of chains, add a 

little extra time for one more. 

If you are keen to proceed, here is a list of items you will need to complete the process: 

 At least 1Kg of paraffin wax. I got 5kg for $40 off gumtree and split it with a friend who 

waxes their chain and gave some to a colleague who makes pottery. 

 Six clean Chinese takeaway containers (you do re-cycle them this way don’t you?) you can 

get a few runs from each one. 



 Six rags to wipe the chains down. Cloth roll (thicker ones) are ideal. 

 A liter of white spirits (mineral turpentine) 

 A liter of methylated spirits 

 Two containers for the disposal of used turps and metho. 

 A chain breaker if you need to migrate from pins to removable links 

 A removable link tool 

 A removable link per chain 

 A small gas cooker  with stand or a table to put it on. 

 Gas bottle for the gas cooker 

 A pie dish 

 A baking tray that the pie dish lip will sit on the top edge 

 150mm of thin wire per chain 

 Chemical resistant gloves 

 A comfortable chair 

 Some method of hanging the chains 

 A pair if pointy nose pliers 

 Something to agitate the chains in the wax bath. I use a teaspoon. 

Getting started: 

Cleaning the chains takes about 30 minutes. It takes about 20 minutes to heat the wax. 

Step 1: Cleaning the chain(s) with turps and metho. 
Remove the chain from the bike and if converting from pins to links remove the outer plates at the 

end. 

1. Place the chain in a container and put turps in so you have about 5mm of coverage. Put the 

lid on the container and agitate horizontally for three to five minutes. You may get some 

leakage as I mentioned but please persist. The turps will go a smoky colour as it removes the 

debris and existing lubricant from the chain.  

After agitating, remove the chain from the container and wipe it down with one cloth. Place 

it directly into a second clean container. Place the turps into a container for disposal / 

repurposing other than cleaning. Wipe the container out really well with a rag. 

2. With your chain in the second container, cover with fresh turps and repeat the agitating 

process and wipe down with a fresh rag (or piece thereof). If the turps showed any sign of 

discoloration in this second clean, place the chain in a third container and repeat the 

cleaning process. Keep the turps in the container for re-use. I found all my wet lubricated 

chains needed a third turps clean. Those that are waxed only need two. Clean your 

removable links in the second turps bath. 

The turps must not show any discoloration before moving to the next stage.  

If you are cleaning multiple chains, place the second chain in the second turps container, 

topping up the turps level if required and move this chain into a clean container for it’s 

second bath. 



3. Once you are satisfied that your chains are clean, put a bit of wire through the hole in one 

end, twist the end to secure it then hang it up to drip. 

4. Put water in the baking tray, put it on the gas cooker and start the heating process. Put the 

pie dish in the baking tray then put the wax in the pie dish to melt. If you are ina hurry, boil 

the kettle and use that for the water bath. 

5. Put your chain in a clean container and cover with metho. Repeat the agitation process and 

after five minutes, remove, wipe down with a fresh rag (not one that has been used 

previously) and place into a clean container. Dispose of the used metho and wipe out the 

container. 

6. Repeat with a fresh container of metho. This time round, the metho should stay clean. 

Remove the chain after five minutes, wipe down with a fresh bit of rag then hang to dry. You 

can use this metho bath for your next chain as the metho should be clean. Clean your 

removable links in this bath as well. 

 

Step 2: Waxing the chain 
 

7. Once the wax has fully melted, the metho should have evaporated out of the chain, carefully 

place the chain in the wax. I do this by placing one end in (edge up, not flat and not the end 

with the wire in it) and once I have crossed the dish, lay it over then run it across from side 

to side until the chain is fully in. You can fit two chains in a pie dish.The wax in the dish will 

cool around the chain when you put it in so you will need to take your time. 

8. Leave the chains in the wax until it has fully re-melted and leave a further five minutes. This 

lets the chain expand and once done wax will seep into the gaps. Agitate the chain using the 

wire on the end, teaspoon, pliers or whatever you choose other than body parts and as you 

do so you will see little bubbles rising. Keep agitating til no more bubbles are visible then 

wait a further 5 minutes. 

9. Carefully remove the chain from the wax. I do this using the wire and the teaspoon so it 

doesn’t swing, get tangled or touch me. It will drip wax for a minute. Suspend it from the 

wire and use the teaspoon to stop it swinging. Carefully attach the wire to whatever you 

nominated to hang it from and leave to cool for at least half an hour. 

10. Place your removable links in the wax bath for a minute then remove using pliers and place 

them on their edge to cool. Don’t forget to turn off the gas cooker. 

Now for the tricky part: Your cassette, chainrings and derailleurs need cleaning as well. 

A bike stand will be of great assistance if you don’t want to remove the cassette from the wheel 

and pull the cranks out. If you do remove the cassette, put it in a container with turps and clean 

the same method as a chain.  

For either method, I use a rag soaked in turps and run it through the gaps between the gears on 

the cassette to get them clean. This also works for cleaning the chainrings and derailleurs.  

Use a metho soaked rag to clean off the turps residue. It may take a couple of goes but it is well 

worth it. 



When changing to a waxed drivetrain, the initial clean takes a bit of effort. Once waxed, a simple 

quick clean with a turps rag then a metho rag will suffice. 

Step 3: Putting on a waxed chain 
When you first touch a waxed chain, it will drop little pieces of wax everywhere. Place something 

underneath your work area or do this next step outside on the lawn.  

When you get your chain down from where you hung it, you will notice you can pretty much 

stand it up by itself. This is a good sign but to get the chain flexible you will need to work the 

stiffness out of the chain. I do this by wriggling it by hand, a friend of mine puts his round a pipe. 

Whichever method, you just need to get it flexible enough so you can put it on the bike. 

Put the rear derailleur in the third smallest cog and put the front onto the small chain ring. 

Make sure that you feed the chain the correct way. Shimano chains are directional (fully slotted 

side to the wheel) 

Start by feeding the chain through the rear derailleur until you have all except for 200mm sitting 

over the top of the cassette. The chain will not be freely moving and should stay there. Continue 

feeding the chain round the small chainring and through the front derailleur. It will have a 

tendency to wind back off so use something to keep the crank in place. It is handy to have the 

right crank horizontal towards the front wheel. 

Insert the removable links which will displace wax from the hole as you do so. Bring the links 

together and close them up. There may be a little bit of wax coating in the way so you may need 

to wriggle them. Once they hold together you will notice that the link is still short and not the 

length it should be. Place your left hand on the wheel to hold it in place. Place your right hand on 

the right pedal (it needs to be horizontal) and press the pedal down in a quick and hard manner. 

If the removable link was sitting correctly, it has now locked into place to it’s correct length. If 

not, fiddle with the link and repeat if until it locks into place. It doesn’t take much force to lock it, 

just a sudden jerk.  

Step 4: Taking it for as spin 
Read this very carefully! 

DO NOT make any adjustments to the derailleurs! A freshly waxed chain is a but sluggish to 

change gears on the cassette for the first 20km and sometimes I find up to about 80km. 

Changing to smaller cogs is ok, changing to larger cogs may require you to gently move the 

shifter. I don’t know how electronic shifting will go with this as I am old school and use cabled 

selectors.  

 


